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About This Game

While investigating a murder in a small Scottish town, you’ll find yourself embroiled in a world of secrets, cultists, and abyssal
horror. What are you willing to do to solve the case? And what will you do when you don’t like the answer?

Highlands, Deep Waters is a 340,000 word interactive horror novel by Fernando B Neves and Lucas Zaper, where your choices
control the story. It's entirely text-based—without graphics or sound effects—and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your

imagination.

 Play as an insightful Detective, a resourceful Criminal or a mysterious Scholar.

 Gather and interpret clues with the Deduction system. Will you solve the case?

 Face the hidden truths that derange your mind with the Sanity system.

 A carefully crafted town including hand-drawn maps, unique history and peculiar inhabitants.

 Play as a male, female, gay or straight. The Abyssal Ones treat everyone just the same.
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..............\.............\.... A fantastic game which hides under a quite ugly tile based surface. If you're a person which doesn't need
to have great looking graphics and you're just a bit into dual stick roguelikes, please have a look at this game. You combine
different spells up to three times which each other to create new and more powerful spells. From buffs, debuffs, damage over
time, bolts and flares, everything is there for you to explore. The game is hard as balls but that just makes it that more satisfying
when you finally beat the boss you prior always lost to. If you don't look up the spells online, the whole process of discovering
them is quite exciting. You have something new to do on every run and the classes with the several masteries just add to that.
The only point which could turn you down are the graphics which are really dated. I saw better looking tiles in other games but
if you can get over it the game will surprise you with it's mechanics. To me fully worth the price but if you don't want to pay as
much, on sale it's a must buy.. Shmadow is a shmup where a flying death flashlight shoots glowy light bullets at a never ending
asteroid field of darkness. Every now and then, you encounter other orbs of light - dark, sinister glowing red suns that shoot
scarlet death lazers at you, and command the shadow asteroids to swarm your light ship like spherical ninja zombies.
It's clever, it's tricky, and its' simple premise lends itself well to short play sessions.
Plus, Shmadow is just fun to say. Shmadow. Shma-dough. Shh-mad-ow. SCHMA-doh. So good.. Really enjoyed this one! It's
different from the other Choice-titles I've read, telling a much darker and more sinister story. The writing is good, atmosphere
dark and foreboding with the general sense of Lovecraftian terror. Enjoyable read, but definitely a different type of experience..
doesnt even go all the way with the uncensored patch smh my head. Best game ever\ud83d\udc96\ud83d\udc96. Just barely
recommending it. Average VN. Ok voices and art. Story is short and contains chapters 1 & 2, hence the price. It is post-apoc
themed, and despite the appearance of the characters, the tone is quite mature. The dialogue contains a lot of generic talk. Side
note - I found out using game overlay to take screenshots, some images get totally censored - wtf?!. i only got to play in a server
with 9 or so other people, and from that experience alone, I can say that it was definitely FUN. However, there is OBVIOUSLY
a lot that is rough about the game

I think the way that bodies fall and kick up dust and dirt when you shoot them is really satisfying and I've not seen it in any other
game before. The lighting during the night battles is super nice, and is really atmospheric and fun to play in. The graphics and
the landscape are beautiful as well. Combat feels a little clunky, but that's probably intentional. However, the sound effects are
really bad, I can't tell where I'm getting shot from either. The BIGGEST problem with the game is a lack of people to play it
with.

I would say, buy the game because it's already a quality product. However, there aren't a lot of people to play with. I don't know
how to get more players, but I hope that the devs can somehow create some hype or SOMETHING!
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My fatigue didn't increase.. i see everyone disagree, about my review, and yes i just realize something.

the game actually progress to win, and a good game, but everything is gambling in this game,
if you're a gambler, go ahead and play it

(bad english). I found this to be a fun match up game. Though I did find the controls to be a bit tricky to get a feel for at first
and some of the challages like making chains a challage. But once you get the feel for the game flow it's quite fun.

There is a bit of a pokemon feel to it as you do collect beasts which you fight with and each have their various skills and level
limits. Though I only played for a few hours I find it's a nice casual game easy to pick up and the various area challages easy to
do. The music is fair to listen to, I yet to find I want to turn it off though there's not much selection. Plus there's a fair bit of text
reading and the story line is a bit simple for my taste but not completely bland.

So if you liked puzzle quest then you will enjoy this game as well.. Do not play it unless you get paid for it.. I love this game

. I put in time on FHM 2 and 4, thought that waiting 3 months past the release that they would have 5 working well. I thought
wrong, hard to believe these are the same people behind OOTP Baseball
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